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Since the Illinois Supreme Court issued its seminal decision in Rosenbach v. Six Flags 
Entertainment Corp.1 in the beginning of 2019, companies using fingerprint scanners 
and other biometric technologies have faced a relentless deluge of class actions for 
purported violations of the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (“BIPA”). 

BIPA

BIPA has quickly become the next class action battleground – primarily due to the 
statute’s private right of action, which permits the recovery of statutory damages between 
$1,000 and $5,000 per violation, along with attorney’s fees. Since Rosenbach, most BIPA 
decisions have been extremely plaintiff-friendly, including the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Ninth Circuit’s opinion in Patel v. Facebook, Inc.2 – which, like Rosenbach, held 
that any BIPA violation is sufficient to constitute a sufficient injury-in-fact for Article 
III standing. 

More recently, however, the tide may have started to turn in favor of defendants – 
with courts issuing favorable decisions in 2020 on several key BIPA issues and defenses. 

One of those cases is Crooms v. Southwest Airlines Co.,3 in which the court held four 
plaintiffs were required to pursue their BIPA claims against their employer before an 
adjustment board or in arbitration – not in federal court. This resulted in the dismissal 
of the entire action. Crooms serves to highlight the continued favorable treatment of 
preemption/arbitration defenses, and exemplifies how they can be deployed in BIPA 
actions.

* Jeffrey N. Rosenthal is a partner at Blank Rome LLP and leads the firm’s Biometric Privacy Team. 
He concentrates his complex corporate litigation practice on consumer and privacy class action defense. 
David J. Oberly is an attorney at the firm advising sophisticated clients on a wide range of cybersecurity, 
data privacy, and biometric privacy matters. The authors may be reached at rosenthal-j@blankrome.com 
and doberly@blankrome.com, respectively.

1 129 N.E.3d 1197 (Ill. 2019).
2 932 F.3d 1264 (9th Cir. 2019), cert. denied, No. 19-706 (U.S. Jan. 21, 2020).
3 N.D. Ill. May 12, 2020.

By Jeffrey N. Rosenthal and David J. Oberly *
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Preemption and Arbitration as a Basis to Dismiss BIPA Claims 

In Crooms, four employees of Southwest Airlines alleged their employer violated BIPA 
by requiring their fingerprints be scanned by a biometric timekeeping device without first 
obtaining their consent or making a written biometrics privacy policy available. Three 
employees started their careers with Southwest as ramp agents before being promoted 
to ramp supervisor; the fourth started as a ramp supervisor. Critically, Southwest ramp 
agents are represented by a union and covered by a collective bargaining agreement 
(“CBA”), while ramp supervisors are not. 

Southwest moved to dismiss, arguing first that the Railway Labor Act (“RLA”) – 
which imposes mandatory arbitration for disputes concerning rates of pay, rules, or 
working conditions – preempted the BIPA claims of the three employees represented by 
the union when they worked as ramp agents, thus requiring them to seek relief before 
an adjustment board – and not in federal court. 

Southwest relied heavily on the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit’s 
decision in Miller v. Southwest Airlines Co.,4 where the court held an adjustment board 
– not a federal court – was required to decide whether Southwest’s union had consented 
to the use and collection of employee biometric data. The Miller court reasoned the 
question of consent necessarily involved an interpretation of the CBA, and a dispute 
about the interpretation or administration of a CBA must be resolved by an adjustment 
board under the RLA, as there is “no room for individual employees to sue under state 
law” under such circumstances.

Crooms agreed with Southwest, finding the CBA covered the working conditions 
of the three plaintiffs who started their careers as ramp agents, just like the plaintiffs 
in Miller. As such, the existence and scope of consent as it pertained to those three 
plaintiffs were questions for an adjustment board based on the RLA. 

Southwest also moved for dismissal based on arbitration agreements all four employees 
accepted when they became ramp supervisors. Southwest maintains an alternative 
dispute resolution (“ADR”) program for all non-union employees, which requires 
employees to arbitrate certain covered claims. Each of the plaintiffs electronically 
signed an acknowledgement form by checking a box, agreeing to comply with the ADR 
program. 

Crooms also agreed with Southwest on its arbitration argument, holding that the 
arbitration agreements at issue covered the plaintiffs’ BIPA claims. In doing so, the court 
first concluded the two employees who had agreed to the ADR program after Southwest 
updated its program in 2018 to expressly apply to claims under BIPA had clearly agreed 
to arbitrate any BIPA disputes. 

4 926 F.3d 898 (7th Cir. 2019).
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The other two employees, however, had agreed to the airline’s ADR program before 
the 2018 program went into effect. And the old version of Southwest’s ADR program 
did not expressly mention BIPA and did not explicitly refer to claims about biometric 
data. As such, these two employees argued the old ADR program did not cover their 
BIPA claims. The court found this argument unpersuasive, as the question of whether  
 
the old ADR program covered BIPA claims amounted to a dispute about arbitrability – 
or, in other words, whether they agreed to arbitrate the dispute. 

Importantly, the terms of the old ADR program had language providing that the 
parties also agreed to arbitrate the question of arbitrability. Thus, it was up to an 
arbitrator – not the court – to decide whether the two employees agreed to arbitrate 
their claims under BIPA when they agreed to the pre-2018 ADR program. 

As such, the fourth employee (who not required to arbitrate his claims before an 
adjustment board) was nevertheless required to arbitrate his claims before an arbitrator. 
In addition, the court also noted that were not for the RLA, the other three employees 
would have been required to arbitrate their claims before an arbitrator as well. 

TAKEAWAYS

Crooms follows on the footsteps of Miller v. Southwest Airlines Co., Peatry v. Bimbo 
Bakeries, Inc.,5 and Gray v. Univ. of Chicago Medical Center, Inc.6 – all of which also 
dismissed BIPA class lawsuits based on successful preemption challenges. 

As discussed, Miller directly addressed the preemptive impact of the RLA on BIPA 
claims asserted by union employees subject to a CBA, and held the union workers’ BIPA 
claims were completely preempted by the RLA where questions existed as to whether 
their union consented to the collection and use of their biometric data – which were 
required to be resolved by an adjustment board. 

In Peatry and Gray, the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Illinois 
extended the preemption defense to claims implicating Section 301 of the Labor 
Relations Management Act (“LRMA”). The Crooms decision continues this trend of 
favorable treatment of the preemption defense in BIPA litigation involving unionized 
employees under CBAs, and further demonstrates defendants’ ability to defeat such 
suits by unionized employees via this robust defense.

Crooms also offers valuable insight into the scope of the arbitration defense that can 
be applied in BIPA litigation to defeat claims involving unionized and non-unionized 
workforces. Significantly, Crooms illustrates that BIPA defendants can dispose of class 

5 No. 1:19-cv-02942 (N.D. Ill. Feb. 26, 2020).
6 No. 1:19-cv-04229 (N.D. Ill. March 25, 2020).
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actions at an early stage by demonstrating resolution of workers’ BIPA claims must be 
handled through arbitration where the workers have executed arbitration agreements 
covering biometric privacy disputes.

Lastly, from a compliance perspective, companies using biometrics in the course of 
their operations can apply the Crooms court’s analysis as a template for minimizing the 
scope of liability posed by Illinois’ biometric privacy statute. 

First, Crooms illustrates the importance of addressing BIPA in corporate policies and 
describing the company’s ability to collect and use employees’ biometric data during the 
collective bargaining negotiation process. Employers should also ensure all collective 
bargaining agreements include express language specifying that the union has consented 
to the collection and use of biometric data on behalf of those employees represented by 
the union. 

Second, Crooms demonstrates that all employers – even those with non-union 
workforces – should require workers to sign employment agreements containing 
arbitration provisions with class action waivers as a condition of employment in order 
to limit BIPA risk. 
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